Seven Concepts for Effective Teaching: Hints for Those Doing Astronomy Outreach

by Andrew Fraknoi
(Foothill College & Astronomical Society of the Pacific)

This essay is addressed to astronomers and astronomy students who go into a classroom or museum as part of an education outreach project and want to think more deeply about what happens in a classroom. Teachers might also enjoy reading it or discussing it with you, but many teachers already know the ideas I want to discuss.

I’d like to share with you seven key ideas for improving our teaching that those of us working with teachers at all levels have found especially useful. These concepts are not original with me, but are mostly borrowed from other instructors, educational researchers, and astronomy education pundits. The good news from research into effective astronomy teaching is that we do know how to teach well; but like everything worthwhile, it takes some effort to get good at it.

**Concept 1. “Learning is not a Spectator Sport”**

Lecturing in class is very appealing to those of us who learned that way and CAN learn that way. However, lecturing is one-way learning; like much of radio programming, it’s going out, but it’s hard to know whether or where it is arriving. Researchers tell us that students can generally listen for only about 15-20 minutes at a stretch, and then their attention begins to wander. So, what else can one do in an educational setting, besides lecture? What would be two-way learning? In Project ASTRO we recommend trying small-group collaborative hands-on activities. But this requires that we the instructors switch from being the “sage on stage” to being a “guide on the side.” The trouble is, as astronomer Mike Zeilik says, that many teachers (and astronomers who work with them) want “air time.” They really like to talk. However, the lesson from educational research is, if you like to lecture, and want to lecture, go for it; just don’t do it all the time and or for a long time (segments, interrupted by activities, are good). Get the students actively involved in their own learning as often as possible.

**Concept 2. “Collaboration Beats Competition”**

There is no need to make an introductory astronomy unit or program like the *Survivor* show on TV. In any learning environment, it can be better to encourage students to work together and to support each other. After all, most jobs and even intellectual enterprises today require participants to do effective teamwork. When you approach a class period like an Olympic trial, those who don’t “score high” get discouraged pretty quickly. However, if everyone’s input is solicited and valued, everyone feels part of the team and more open to learning.

**Concept 3. “Everything Takes Longer Than You Think”**

New teachers and classroom volunteers often underestimate how long some activity or discussion will take under real classroom conditions. For example, when teachers switch from straight lecturing to including group activities, they often predict that the change will take less time out of their curriculum plans than it actually requires. Whatever you are planning during your astronomy unit, build in some time for unexpected issues and questions.

Another area where faulty time estimates come in has to do with what happens when we ask a class or audience if there are questions. When people who know a lot about a subject are videotaped, it’s amusing to time how briefly they wait between asking for questions and then moving on if there aren’t any — or how long they wait between asking the audience a question and then answering it themselves. Typically it is a much shorter time than students need.

Think of attending a lecture on modern music or art, being given 60 seconds to look at a painting or hear part of a musical piece, and then being asked a question.
about it or being asked whether you have a question. Most likely you’d just stay quiet. You need more time than that just to get oriented in your thoughts about the painting or the piece. We need to be patient with students new to astronomy and give them time to collect their thoughts. In my classes, I like to think of finding and opening a bottle of water, and taking a long cool drink between the time I ask something and look for an answer. Often, I actually take that drink and look away, so students can compose themselves and their thoughts for participation.

**Concept 4. “Less is More!”**

There is no way to teach all of astronomy in one semester or one short unit. There is so much information in our field now, it’s like going to WalMart and trying to buy and use one of every item on the shelf in four months. Your basket will be full, but your ability to enjoy any one item during that period will be severely limited.

If you get a chance to include some astronomy in a class, it’s best not to worry about fitting “it all in.” Consider what you really want students to take away from each class. Is it some particular piece of information, a habit of mind, a spirit of inquiry, a notion of awe? If an astronomy unit can give students a sense of the power of scientific thinking, an appreciation of the way everyday phenomena on Earth connect with the sky, or that feeling of fascination about how alien things out there really are, you will have done a wonderful thing for the students. And, whatever topics you teach, make them deeper than wide.

**Concept 5. “New Knowledge Must Connect with Prior Conceptions”**

Students are not blank vessels waiting to be filled. They’re more like ball-park hot dogs — they are already full, although not necessarily with material you would approve of. We all need a mental framework to guide us through the world; and students put one together throughout their lives.

*Prior beliefs are like lunar breccia* — cobbled together from broken fragments produced at different times in a person’s history — from experience, reading, TV, the Web, friends, school, folk wisdom, etc. For learning to happen, new knowledge must connect meaningfully with students’ old knowledge. If those of us trying to get new ideas across are not aware of and dealing with these prior conceptions, we often fail to engage the students’ long-term understanding.

For example, astronomy educator Phil Sadler has done some wonderful research on the idea that kids believe you can ultimately see in the dark, even if it is completely dark, if you just wait long enough. This comes from a lifetime of experience with streetlights, moonlight, the glow of illuminated dials, or light from the rest of the house seeping into any dark room. Until you bring these ideas out and discuss them clearly, students will have a hard time with the notion that you really do need light to see.

**Concept 6. “Give and Get Immediate Feedback”**

Because older students have learned to wear a “class face” — a neutral expression that seems neither too interested nor too bored, so the teacher will not focus on them — it is sometimes hard to know what is going on in their minds as we teach. Often, it is when we are convinced that we have done a brilliant job in getting a concept across that we discover that the students are lost, distracted, or stuck.

One way not to get feedback is to ask “Does everyone get it?” Few students (or audience members) have the nerve to say no in front of everyone. Instead, the best way to get feedback is to give students a chance to demonstrate their understanding — with an activity, a
question to discuss in small groups, a two-minute paper, or a fun problem. Some teachers like to take votes on questions, or give students a chance to apply their understanding to a whole new situation related to the topic at hand.

Concept 7. “Don’t give walnuts to beggars who have no teeth!” [old Portuguese proverb]

The proverb sounds cruel at first reading, but the more you think about it, the more you can see the sense in it. If students are not ready or equipped to learn some concepts, then not even the most inspired and eloquent teacher is going to be able to get it across to them. Many astronomers or amateur astronomers visiting a classroom for the first time, just bubbling over with enthusiasm, make the mistake of talking to the kids at an adult level, or using technical terms that the students haven’t mastered, or breezing through their material at a speed that is more appropriate for a colleague.

If you take the time to find out and consider the level of preparation and the skill at abstract thinking that the students have acquired, and then tailor your activities and presentations to that level and skill, you will be far more effective in getting the students to move from where they are to a new level of understanding.

Good teachers take many years to fully appreciate and put these seven concepts into use. Don’t be discouraged if your very first foray into a classroom doesn’t produce instant success or enlightenment. If you are lucky, repeated interaction with a group of students in a classroom or informal setting will teach you as much about learning as you teach them about astronomy.
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